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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM

gi

\This report is the second in a series of two literature reviews designed to
provide an updated summary of psychological assessment research in aviator

selection. The first report was specifically related to Navy aviator attrition
research. One purpose of this review is to provide a wide-range descrip-
tion of tri-service aviator selection testing methods and assess their predictive
improvement. A second purpose is to suggest methods to improve the prediction
of aviator success based upon results and findings In the research literature.
Hopefully, this review will act to stimulate additional relevant research and eval,-

uation efforts which have the potential for the improved selection of aviators for
initial undergraduate training and advanced performance in operational environ-
ments.

FINDINGS

The potential for increased success in predicting aviator performance is

high. The fact that current selection tests normally account for less than half of
the total variance associated with aviator success (in training) suggests that
there are additional factors associated with aviator performance which are not
now being adequately assessed. The lack of any prominent breakthrough in
perceptual/cognitive pap ir-and-pencil testing since the war years (WW-Il) sug-
gests that non-paper-ad d-pencil performance tests should be investigated more
fully to determine their relationship to aviator performance in both a training
and operational setting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Relating aviator performance to better and more appropriate performance
measurement criteria is a continuing psychological assessment goal. New tech-
nological advancements such as the Navy and Air Force Air Combat Maueuver-
ing Ranges have the potential to identify and reliably measure relevant phy-

sical and psychological human attributes which may provide more accurate and
valid prediction of a'r. operational performance.

Still, such obviously valid criteria as ACMR performance, pose an
interesting assessment problem. It is unclear whether the prediction variables
presently utilized in avtator selection to predict successful performance in
undergraduate training', "ire related to successful performance in post-graduate
operational environmerets.

It is. suggested.tila research be oriented toward the identification of highly
relevant cfiterion-orient d performance measures for use as criteria in the eval-
uation of present and ne, selection prediction variables and identification and
dev-ulopment of non-papdr-and-pencil performance prediction measures to
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improve prediction of criterion performance in undergraduate training, and in
post-graduate operational flying environments. Examples of non-paper-and-
pencil performance prediction measures recommended for future study are
Selective and Divided Attention, Stress and Anxiety Motivational Measurement,
and Perceptual Psychomotor skill assessment.

I
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INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of aircraft development and the subsequent integral
role of pilots in military and civilian transportation systems, there have been
efforts to select individuals for aviator training that possess both physical and
mental attributes conducive to success in flying training. The high cost of flight
training and the relative high rate of failure with its resultant loss of monetary
expenditure justifies a continual selection research effort. The cost of training
pilots is extremely high and continues to increase. Majesty (92) indicated that in
1975 the cost of Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training averaged $160, 000 per
individual pilot, with an additional $300,000 expended in the pilot's transition
to an operational F-4 aircraft. A comparable figure is expended by the Navy in
its jet pilot training program (25).

There is presently a relatively sizeable attrition rate in pilot training pro-
grams. Griffin and Mosko (62) indicate that the Navy attrition rate averaged
approximately 30 percent from 1962 to 1977. Schweitzer (118) indicates that
the Air Force has experienced an attrition rate of frum 23 to 28 percent from
1965 to 1975. The types and descriptions of aviator attrition of the two major
service producers of fixed wing pilots is depicted in Table 1.

Present rates of attrition, though excessively high, are a far cry from
those reported prior to the utilization of psychological testing devices. Majesty
(62) states that in those early periods (pre-World War II) it was not uncommon
for attrition rates to be as high as 60 percent. The perceptual/cognitive paper-
and pencil and psychomotor tests which were implemented at the beginning of
World War 1H are believed to be the major factor responsibie for the reduction
in attrition in flying training to present levels. However, the present 25 or
30 percent rates of attrition mean that 1 in 3 (Navy), or 1 in 4 (USAF) , fail
to complete training; a rate of failure which is extremely high considering the
cost of instructor training, materials, fuel, and aircraft. Thus, the elimination

of potential failures prior to or very early in flight training represents a great
saving in material and human resources. Identifying those candidates whose
skill acquisition rate and cognitive processing will not meet the demands or
the time constraints involved in flying trmining represents additional knowledge,
which may ultimately lead to a considerable reduction in the cost of flying train-
ing.

OVERVIEW OF AVIATOR SELECTION, WaRLD WARS I AND II

SELECTION TESTING

Early selection tests were primarily paper-and--pencil perceptual/cognitive
tasks supplemented by psychomotor devices and were able to screen pilot appli-
cants with a fair amount of validity. By the end of World War I1, and certainly
by the early 1950s, the present state-of-the-art had been achieved with respect

fi1



Table I

REPRESENTATIVE NAVY AND AIR FORCE PILOT ATTRITION CATEGORIES •

Navy Air Force

Motivalonal
60.5% Attrit on 33.8%

NOM 18.4% Not DOR* 42.1% Drop on Request 3IE 22.4% Self Ini- MOA 11.4%
Officer Material or Voluntary Withdrawal tiated Elimination Manifestation

:fApprehen-
sion

Flight
FFr21,5%/ Flight
Fiur Fih FD 49.0% Flying Deficiency
FailIure

Medical

FýQ 14.9% M 12.3%
Not Physi- Medical
cally Qual-
ified

Acad mic

2.0% 2.9%

Other

1.1% 2.01/0

60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Percent of Total Attrition

*Includes 3.6% Air Sickness

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
* From reference (118).

* From reference (62).
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Lo paper-and-pencil testing. The major advances in testing in the last twenty
years ha-re been in the area of statistical methodology rather than in test content.

Selection procedures and predictor variables should identify candidates

v,;-; will be successful over long periods of time. Predictors of individual
ability to adapt and cope with stressful and rapidly changing situations and
accommodate rapid decision-making should be valuable in the selection of candi-

dates for flying training. Much of the effort in the development of selection
tests in the United States has been directed toward the prediction of success in

undergraduate training. Few long-term prediction studies of operational per--
formance have been made. The emphasis on the former is the result of wartime
demands requiring the production of a large number of pilots in a short period

of time. A continuing problem with the latter is the absence of a suitable,

reliable and objective criterion. Other factors complicate the criterion problem.
While the pilot profession is considered highly important, it is secondary to the
role of an officer in the U. S. Armed Forces. The adage, "officer first, pilot
second" emphasizes command, management, and executive responsibilities
expected of military officers. As the officer gains tenure, these demands
increase, so that by the time the individual is a lieutenant commander (Navy) or
major (Air Force) his responsibilities may often be more management than pilot
oriented. Management effectiveness as a criterion is typically difficult to mea-
sure in both the military and civilian communities.

The purpose of this review is twofold: To develop an historical background

of perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil, psychomotor, and other selection test-
ing methods and assess the predictive success improvement ove, the years. A
second purpose is to suggest measures designed to improve the prediction of
pilot success; based upon an analysis of the flight task, past and current
research, and the opinion of successful aviators and performance assessment
experts.

EARLY SELECTION TEST DEVELOPMENT: WORLD WAR I AVIATORS

The field of aviation was only fifteen years old when the first need for the

aviator in combat was apparent. Hundreds of volunteers wished to fulfill their
military obligations as pilots, and training centers were quickly established. As
the war progressed, and data became available concerning pilot casualties, it was
apparent that many accidents and failures in combat were due not to equipment
or aircraft failures, but were produced by human error. After the war, several
efforts were initiated to predict pilot training success. In France, measures of

emotional behavior variability of pilots were tested by measuring reaction times
for comparison with non-aviators. Italy became involved in selection testing

efforts as early as 1919, and England stressed the measurement of physiological

parameters of candidates enrolled in flight school, including the effects of high-

altitude flight, pulse rate, blood pressure, and volition. The latter parameter

was measured by variations in the maintenance of a column of mercury by blow-
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ing into one end of a manometer fitted with a rubber tube. These examples are
documented in an early review article by Dockeray (35)

In the United States, testing procedures were highly undeveloped, and
aviation psychologists assigned to selection test development were not initially
convinced that perceptual or sensory testing had relevance toward the prediction
of flight performance. The Barany chair test, used to study disorientation and
nystagmus, was found to be of little use in predicting success in flight school,
although McFarland (97) indicates that some success had been observed in
France. Many American psychologists seemed convinced that psychomotor apti-
tude tests offered more predictive validity, although attempts to implement such
testing were rare before World War I.

Kelley Field Study. The first comprehensive attempt to validate tests in select-
ing candidates occurred in 1919 at Kelley Field, Texas. The investigation
by Henmon (68) included the use of a group of predictor variables called
"emotional stability" measured by hand tremors when a pistol was fired, mental
alertness measured by the Thorndike Intelligence Test, and several perceptual
tests such as blindfolded perception of tilt angle, and amount of "swaying" when
standing blindfolded for an extended period of time. The highest pradictive
validity observed among these measures was the emotional stability measure and
the mental alertness test (r = . 35) . No reference was made to any multiple
regression technique for adding to predictive power, until the 1940s, when World
War II selection tests were being developed.

Between Wars. The development of selection tests continued between the First
and Second World Wars. During this period substantial effort was devoted to
development of psychomotor test devices by Mashburn and colleagues (95).
Several testing devices were produced including the Serial Reaction Time
Apparatus (also called "complex coordinati.kin"') , which was later revised and
used in the Army Air Corps selection battery. This device simulated the stick
and rudder movements of the airpline. Perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil
tests continued to be developed during this period, but the predictive validity of
both psychomotor and written tests was difficult to establish. A contributor to
the lack of validity was the deficiency in external criteria of in-flight performance.

CIVILIAN PILOT TRAINING (CPT) SELECTION FFFORTS-- (1939-1941)

The prospect of World War in 1939 encouraged the development of a civilian
combat pilot force and subsequent recruitment of these aviators into the Army
and Navy flight programs. The recruitment process was under the auspices of
the Committee on Selection and Training of Aircraft Pilots, initiated in 1939.
The evaluation of predictor variables such as biographical inventories, psycho-

motor ability, and other cognitive written test scores had not been overly
encouraging in the course of developing the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT) pro-
gram; however, the studies of predictive validity had been plagued with poor
criterion measures. McFarland's review (97) of psychological factors in the

4
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selection of pilots notes that these early criterion deficiencies were caused by
inconsistent instructor ratings, failure to implement accurate recording equip-
ment, and the low percentage of candidates that actually failed, making the pass-
fail criterion virtually worthless. The pass-fail criterion war much more useful
in the military studies that followed, because higher failure rates were observed.

WORLD WAR 11 CANDIDATE SELECTION: MILITARY STUDIES

Naval Studies. World War Hl produced a demand for Naval Aviators who could
be trained in a very short time. The increased costs of training created the
necessity of minimizing the number of candidates lost due to poor or unsatisfac-
tory proficiency. The naval testing battery included test items previously
evaluated in the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT) program and those recommended
by consulting psychologists and aviators. McFarland was a participant in an
extensive study of the effectiveness of this selection program for the Navy at
Pensacola, Florida (98). The validity of approximately 60 psychological, phy-
siological, and psychomotor tests were evaluated utilizing a sample population of
over 900 Navy flight candidates. The criterion utilized in the study was success
in flight training. This evaluation is known in the research literature as the
Pensacola 1000 aviator study. Franzen and McFarland (50) indicated that certain
test components had predictive validities that were sufficiently high to have suc-
cessfully eliminated 44 percent of the candidates who eventually failed, and
would have eliminated only 14 percent of the cadets who successfully completed
flight trainizg. More importantly, the results of this study indicated that psy-
chological and psychomotor measures had more validity for the prediction of suc-
cess in flying training than did physiological measures. Viteles (130) indicated
that of the more than 21 physiological measures evaluated, none differentiated the
criterion groups at a better than chance level.

The Pensacola i000 Aviator Study led to the finalization of a Navy aviator
testing program which had been previously initiated utilizing three perceptual/
cognitive paper-and-pencil psychological tests as a routine part of its selection
process. These included the Wonderlic Personnel Test (a test of general intelli-
gence) , Bennet Mechanical Comprehension Test (a test of mechanical interest and
abilities), and the Purdue Biographical Inventory which was a measure of morale,
interest, and attitudes. Viteles (130) suggests that these tests had been selected
primarily on tho basis of previous research conducted by the Committee on Selec-
tion and Training of Aircraft Pilots. The results of the Pensacola 1000 aviator
study verified the effectiveness of these psychological instruments and in addition
indicated that psychomotor tests had validity in the prediction of flight success.
Still, no psychomotor tests were ever used in the Navy selection program even
though Viteles (130) states that several psychomotor tests (Two-hand Coordination,
Mashburn Serial Reaction, and Eye-hand Coordination) had predictive utility.
It was Navy policy that test devices which could not be easily and inexpensively
administered at decentralized test stations would be excluded from its selection
program. Apparently, Navy testing personnel were already aware of the prob-
lems of unreliability associated with the psychomotor tests which eventually

5
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resulted in the Air Force's decision to eliminate them from their selection program
ten years later.

Fiske (43) reviewed the results of the Navy selection studies and reported
P that multiple regression techniques were used in the development of a test com-

posite entitled the Flight Aptitude Rating, which became known simply as FAR.
When the Biographical Inventory and Mechanical Comprehension Test scores were
combined in the regression equation the multiple regression coefficient for the
prediction of success in training was .41. Reports of other testing efforts indi-
cated validities in the .50 to .60 range. Channell (24) utilized a psychomotor
test (serial reaction time) to supplement the written tests and observed a mul-
tiple regression coefficient of .61.

Although the primary purpose of these efforts was to predict success in
basic flying training, other Navy selection research was being conducted to
determine desirable pilot qualities in combat environments. For example, Jen-
kins (73) asked a group of experienced combat flyers what attributes they placed
above others in deciding the question "with whom would you most like to fly?'
Jenkins, Ewart 8 Carroll (74) utilized a peer ranking (sociogram) technique to
identify poor and good combat flyers. Their research suggested almost no
ralationship between aptitude variables (Personnel Test, Flight Aptitude Rating,
and Biographical Inventory) and the peer ranking criterion. A similar study by
Bair (16) indicated that the opinions of combat and highly successful pilot
trainees were quite similar in describing the attributes of good aviators. Similar
to this approach was the substantial amount of research being conducted by the
Navy between 1940 and 1960 attempting to deal with the problem of stress (or
anxiety, which was the popular term in the Navy research literature) and its
relation to aviator performance. A review of Navy research studies related
to stress can be found in Griffin 4 Mosko (62). Although several research
studies indicated a relationship between stress or anxiety and trainiiig failure
in the Navy flying training program there was not satisfactory reliability, vali-
dity or confidence in the anxiety predictor variables to warrant their use for the
selection of aviation candidates.

Other Navy research efforts were concerned with job sample or flying
training tasks to determine their relation to aviator success. Evaluations of the
link trainer by Page & Lyon (108), and Poe 8 Lyon (112), an approach landing
trainer by Creelman (30) , and an aircraft trimming device by Johnson (75)
proved unsuccessful as predictors of success or failure in flying training. The
authors of these studies noted the possibility of inadequate measurement tech-
nology in the development of training evaluation criteria.

Concurrently, substantial research was being conducted related to phy-
siology oriented human performance research and sense reaction in the aircraft
environment. Exairples of these research efforts are the studies concerned with
sound localization by Clark 4 Graybiel (26); Graybiel 8 Niven (59), vertigo and
spatial disorientation in flight by Graybiel (58), Page (107), and Vinacke (130),
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high altitude environmental effects by Houston (70), Miller (101) and Schaefer
(119), vestibular system functioning by Guedry (63), Mann (93), and Mann
Dauterive (94), and speech intelligibility research performed by Atkinson (11),
Camp (23) and Peters (110).

Army Air Force Studies. Efforts to develo.) selection criteria for Army aviators
were the responsibility of a program headed by Colonel J. C. Flanagan from
1941-1946 (44). In 1942, the Army Ait Force implemented the first edition of the
Army Air Force Qualifying Examination (AAFQE). Davis (34) indicated that the
test was used for initial selection of aircrew personnel, and consisted of General
Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Math, Mechanical and Contemporary
Affairs items. Prior to the development of the AAFQE, aircrew personnel were

initially selected on the basis of successful completion of two year's work at a
recognized college, in addition to a standard interview and medical examination.
Aircrew personnel selected on the basis of the AAFQE were further evaluated and
classified into pilot, navigator, bombardier, and gunner positions, on the basis
of service needs and the individual's performance on the aircrew classification
test battery administered at the Aviation Cadet classification centers. The Air-
crew classification battery consisted of fourteen more elaborate and time-consum-
ing tests (in comparison to the AAFQE) of general intelligence, mechanical com-
prehension, perception, vocabulary, reading comprehension, and a number of
psychomotor, or - as they were then called - apparatus tests. Melton (100) indi-
cates that eleven different psychomotor tests were used in the Aircrew classifi-
cation battery between 1942 and 1945.

Cronbach (31) noted that Army test selection research resulted in the
development of a standard score ,rocedure called stanine, with 5 representing
the mean, 7 being one standard deviation above the mean, and 3 being one
standard deviation below the mean. The individual was placed in the training
program reflecting his highest stanine score if his score was above the criterion
for the specific training program. Each year the stanine score procedure and
the weights of the battery tests were revalidated. Appparatus tests were
weighted heavily in the Army Air Force classification process. Complex Coordi-
nation was highly related to fighter pilot success in training until late in 1944
when Rudder Control was given slightly more weight. Complex Coordination
continued to have more weight for the classification of bomber pilots through the
end of the war. Melton (100) indicates that Finger Dexterity, and Discrimination
Reaction Time were used to predict bombardier success and Two-Hand Coordina-
tion and Discrimination Reaction Time were predictive of navigator success. The

predictive validity of the individual tests of the battery were, of course, based on
success in primary training, rather than operational performance in combat.

APPARATUS TESTS USED BY THE ARMY AIR FORCE

Melton (100) provides a thorough discussion of the apparatus tests used by
the Army Air Force. The final version of the aircrew classification battery
(1945) included the Complex Coordination Test (bo-mbardiers and pilots) , Discri-
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mination Reaction Time (bombardiers, navigators, fighter pilots), Finger Dex-
terity (bombardier), Rotary Pursuit with Divided Attention (bomber pilots) , Rud-
der Control (bomber and fighter pilots) , and Two-Hand Pursuit (navigators and
fighter pilots). These tests are briefly described in the following text. Typical
apparatus test validity coefficients for pilots, navigators and bombardiers are
presented in Table 2.

Complex Coordination. Attempts to construct a device measuring flight aptitude
in the 1930s eventually led to the development of such devices as the Complex
Cooreination Test. The original prototype was named the Serial Reaction
Apparatus and was developed by Mashburn (95). It had been used in the testing
of cadets at Randolph Field, Texas, in 1931, and proved successful in predicting
elimination of candidates. Its predictive validity was sufficient to warrant its
inclusion in the Aircrew Classification Battery. Cronbach (31) indicated that the
complex coordination test (also called Mashburn serial reaction time) was the
most useful and most highly weighted test used in the World War II Army Air
Force selection battery. McGrevy and Valentine (99) report that the Complex
Coordination Test was used by the Air Force until 1951 when its use was discon-
tinued for administrative rather than validity-related reasons.

The Complex Coordination Task requires the candidate to make simple
controlled movements of a stick and rudder in response to patterns of visual
stimuli. The stick and rudder were used to match the position of a target light
and a follower when the target moved to a new position. A panel of vertical
lights, horizontal lights and a curved panel of lights represented forward-back-
ward stick, left-right stick, and left-right rudder movements, respectively.
Each was a double panel with one panel for the stimulus and one for the response.
The measure of performance was reaction time to match discrete changes in the
positions of the three stimulus lights.

Rotary Pursuit With Divided Attention. This test was an adaptation of the
Koerth (83) pursuit rotor task. Gilliland (53) found it to be appreciably corre-
lated with flight proficiency in the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT) program.
Rotary pursuit with divided attention consists of a pursuit rotor task with a side
task requiring one of four lights to be extinguished by pressing a telegraph key.
The side task requiring divided attention was added by Army researchers as a
result of findings by the Aviation Psychology Program. Melton (100) indicates
that the basis of its inclusion was the belief that a measure of divided attention
would be a valid predictor of pilot success. Time on target was the performance
measure (contact by applicant's stylus on a metal disk on the circumference of
the rotor) associated with the divided attention task.

Discrimination Reaction Time. This test was included to assess all-or-none
type manual responses to visual signals. The test required the applicant to push
one of four toggle switches in response to certain lighting configurations of a

red and green signal lamp The time taken to operate correct switch sequences
was the performance measure.

8



Table II

VALIDITY OF APPARATUS TESTS '

b Complex Coordination Pilots Navigators Bombardiers
1943, 3,15'� subjects 1942, 1,022 subjects 1943,1,829 subjects

r- .33, r� - .40 r= .17,r0 
= .24 r .10, rC = .13

Rotary Pursuit with 1943, 3,146 subjects
Divided Attention r = .14, rC = .22

Finger Dexterity 1943,4,779 subjects 1943, 1,021 subjects 1943, 1,828 subjects
r=.07,rc=.10 r.10,rc.13 r=.13,rC=.15

Discrimination Reaction 1943,4,779 subjects 1942, 1,022 subjects 1942,1,829 subjects
Time r=,25,rc=,2B r.27,rC,35 r=.22,rC,25

Rudder Control Test 1943, 3,146 subjects
r = .22, rC .30

T .� __________________ --

Two Hand Pursuit 1943,1,385 subjects 1943,421 subjects
r ,27 (average) r.20

Two Hand Coor- 1943,4,779 subjects 1942, 1,022 sL*bjects 1 1943, 1,828 subjects
dination r= .31,rc = .35 r= ,26,rC = .29 r ,09,rc =.12

validity coefficient based on dichotomous pass/fail training criterion.
rc = validity coefficient corrected for restriction in range.

�'i From reference (100).

V
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Finger Dexterity. The Santa Ana Finger Dexterity Test (named after the Santa
Ana Army Air Base where it was devised) was designed to involve precision and
speed of movement in withdrawing, inverting, and replacing pegs in a form
boird. The finger dexterity test was used primarily in the classification of borm-
bardiers in the Aircrew classification battery.

Rudder Control Test. The Rudder Control Test was designed to measure fine
control sensitivity and psychomotor coordination. According to Melton (100) its

ki primary use had been as a training tool for early flight training to teach rudder
and braking movements. The test required the applicant to control the move-
ments of a chair, such that a light bar mounted in front of the chair was always
pointed toward a target. The requirement of the movements of the rudder were
directed toward appropriate adjustments to keep the chair in an upright position
at all times. The measure of proficiency was the accuracy maintained in keeping
the chair light bar pointed within 2.5 degrees of the target.

Two-Hand Pursuit Test. The two-hand pursuit test was used to assess the
candidate's spatial relations ability and coordination of both hands to control the
movement of a target-follower in response to a visual target moving on an
irregular path. The Two-Hand Pursuit Test replaced the Two-Hand Coordination
Test with which it had been highly correlated (r .60).

OVERALL SUCCESS OF ARMY AIR FORCE TESTS

Guilford and Lacey (64) pointed out that the primary objective of the
selection program had been one of quick selection and classification of potential
aviation candidates to meet training requirements and become available for duty
in a short period of time. A large portion of candidates who would have failed in
training or would have required extra training were undoubtedly identified
before acceptance into training programs, resulting in the savings of consider-
able material and instructor time.

The success of the Army testing program is summarized by Davis (34).
"For every 100 graduates from advanced pilot training . . . desired . . . in the
summer of 1943, it was necessary to start 397 men in pilot preflight school ,
When the men were selected by both the AAFQE and Aircrew Classification bat-
tery (using a stanine score of 7 . . .) only 155 men were required to obtain 100
graduates."

The problem of longer range validity of these measures was still unsolved
after the war. The task required the development of objective and reliable rat-
ings in performance over a long period of time on such dimensions as promo-
tions, type of duty assignment, and success in combat missions. With this goal

in mind, Army Air Force and Navy psychologists joined efforts in a Pilot Candi-
date Selection Research program in 1947, to improve selection measures for pilot
candidates. A total of 35 paper-and-pencil tests and 20 psychomotor apparatus
tests were given to entering aviation students.

1.0
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McFarland (9k8j indicated th, t these efforts were useful with regard to pre-
dicting preliminary training success but were net productive in t. e prediction
of advanced operational training and combat proficiency. Flannigan (44) indi-
cated that attempts to correlate the tests with other criteria such as promotions,

awards, and combat duty effectiveness, were unsuccessful. Sheeley (126) sug-

gests that perhaps the major acc~ii.plishment of the joint Air Force/Navy effort
was the incorporation of an Air Force paper-and-pencil spatial test into the Navy
Selection Test Battery.

POST-WAR AVIATOR SELECTION RESEARCH

PSYCHOMOTOR TESTING

Psychomotor Tests remained a part of the USAF selection battery until 1951
when their use was discontinued. Guilford (64) states that there was no doubt
that the psychomotor tests contributed to the effective selection of pilots, even
though there was considerable overlap between the psychomotor test (complex
coordination) and papei -and-pencil spatial and mechanical ability tests. Cron-
bach (31) notes that the unique contribution to validity of the psychomotor test
(the multi-limb coordination factor) could not be provided by any paper-and-
pencil tests. In spite of this fact, there were substantial administrative, relia-
bility and quality control problems associated with the psychomotor tests. As a
consequence, the Air Force gave up use of the psychomotor tests in selection in
spite of their unique contribution to selection validity. There were continued
attempts to validate psychomotor tests for predicting pilot candidate success in
the post war years, as evidenced by the research of Dailey & Gragg (32) , Leiman
E Friedman, (87) , Fleisclunan, (45) , and Creager, (28) . Most validities
obtained were similar to those found previously, and fell in the .40 to .50 region.

The first attempt toward revision of the psychomotor tests to eliminate the
administrative and reliability problems was undertaken by Adams (2) at Lackland
Air Force Base. The approach las to fabricate a series of very simple motor
tasks which required virtually no hardware for testing the same abilities as the
more complex apparatus tests previously used. Such tasks as placing marbles
in holes, drawing dots in circles, and gross muscular tests such as chin-ups or
push-ups were used. The results of this study indicated that the use of simple
motor skill tests offer little predictive value for flight school success. The Navy
reported similar results in research of the predictive value of gross muscular
tasks by Creelman (29), and Schwarts and Lowe (117). However, study efforts
by Hutchins and Pomarolli (72), and Willingham (143) indicated some relationship
between more finely coordinated muscular skills (gymnastic and swimming per-
formance, for example) and success in pilot training.

Cronbach (31) reviewed attempts to develop paper-and-pencil measures of
motor performance and concluded that apparatus tests and paper/pencil tests of

motor ability represent different factors. Fleishman and Ellison (46) indicate
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that printed tests should not be used to measure more complex dexterity and

coordination skills.

Adams (2) suggested that the failure of simple motor tasks to demonstrate

predictive validity was due to: (1) the unreliability of both predictor and criter-

ion scores; (2) the use of inappropriate motor tests for the particular criteria

being evaluated; and (3) the task of flying an airplane is too complex for simple

motor skill tests to be of substantial benefit. This latter point suggests that the

more complex psychomotor tests which were used through the war years were

more appropriate for assessment of the motor skills required of the pilot. The

fact that both psychomotor and perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil tests

could not account for a substantial number of failures implies that other com-

plex abilities are necessary for successful pilot performance. The goal of selec-

tion research must be to define these abilities, quantify the behaviors making

up the abilities, and devise tests to measure them accurately.

Passey and McClaurin (109) provide a comprehensive review of psycho-

motor selection testing over the years, and review studies measuring complex

behaviors for the purpose of developing selection tests. Their review covers

factor analytic techniques which were used to analyze aviator tasks for the pur-

pose of developing proficiency tests, the use of the light plane as a selection

device, and the development of a rationale behind new types of ability tests.

The Air Force continues to utilize the light plane as a preliminary selection

tool. Majesty (92) reported a validity coefficient of .07 between the light plane

screening program (T-41 final grade) and the criterion (pass/fail) in Air Force

Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). The Navy utilized the light plane selection

concept in the late 1950s and into the 1960s in its ROTC program, but discon-

tinued the effort because of excessive cost. However, the Navy still uses the

light plane in a familiarization role at the recruiting level. Prospective aviation

officer candidates without previous flight experience are taken up in a light plane

and are allowed a minimal amount of experience handling the controls. In the

Navy, then, the light plane serves essentially as a self-selection device in that

the flight experience may allow the potential aviator candidate to determine if he

is really interested in actively pursuing a flying career.

PERCEPTUAL/COGNITIVE PAPER-AND-PENCIL TEST SELECTION RESEARCH

Efforts have continued to refine and develop new perceptual/cognitive
paper-and-pencil predictors of aviator performance. Although thirty years have

passed since the conclusion of World War II, perceptual/cognitive paper-and-

pencil test predictors of aviator performance have changed very little despite

advances in test technology. Thus, the U. S. military service paper-and-pencil

selection test batteries consist of: (1) a general intelligence component composed

of verbal and quantitative items; (2) mechanical comprehension (usually an adap-

tation of the Bennett Mechanical Aptitude series); (3) a spatial component

(usually adapted from the Air Force's spatial aptitude series); and (4) a back-
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ground or biographical inventory composed of n miscellaneous subset of items
usually of an historical nature known to relate to aviator success.

A description of the selection test batteries of the three military services,
together with validity coefficients, are provided in Tables 3, 4 and 5. These
test battery descriptions and validity coefficients have appeared previously in
separate service research by Miller (103) , Doll (36) and Kaplan (79) . The
description of Navy tests are from the Navy Examiners Manual and Scoring
Instructions (41).

Research conducted on the use of perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil
tests has led to the general consensus that the state-of-the-art has been obtained
in the use of such tests for predicting success in undergraduate flying training.
An extensive review of this research may be found in psychological testing texts
such as those prepared by Guilford and Lacey (64), or Cronbach (31). As a
result, current research utilizing perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil tests
often has diverse objectives. For example, Ambler and Smith (9) recently eval-
uated perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil tests to determine their potential
for selecting students for assignment to flying training pipelines. Egan (38)
recently studied a perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil test to determine if
question response times (latency) are related to training performance in a Navy
undergraduate flying training environment.

Perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil tests have recently been the sub-
ject of considerable scrutiny to determine if they might be biased against certain
cultural or ethnic population sub-groups. Typically, the results of such
research have indicated that certain population subgroups have both lower test
and criterion scores. Recent Air Force work by Mathews (96) suggest that per-
ceptual/cognitive selection tests tend to overestimate the later performance of
non-white groups in flying training. Similar results were found by Guinn,
Tupes and Alley (65) for non-white groups in non-flying training. Similar
research is presently being conducted by Navy representatives to determine the
fairness of Navy aviation selection tests to minority population sub-groups, and
potential women naval aviators.

PERSONALITY TEST SELECTION RESEARCH

A great deal of research effort since the 1930s has been devoted to the
investigation of paper-arid-pencil and projective personality inventories to deter-
mine their usefulness in predicting motivational categories of attrition in aviator
training programs. These motivational categori,'s of attrition are Drop on
Request (DOR) (also called voluntary withdrawal) and Not officer Material (NOM)
in the Navy, Self Initiated Elimination (SIE) and Manifestation of Apprehension
(MOA) in the Air Force (see Table 1).

Richardson and Husis (114) indicated that personality factors associated

with success in various occupations have been the subject of literally thousands
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U. S. NAVY AVIATION SELECTION TEST BATTERY
U. S. NAVY AVIATION SELECTION TEST BATTERY

Composition and Validity Coefficients
Validity, Pass/Fail Criterion

Subtest* Uncorrected * Corrected *
Academic Qualification .12 .40

Mechanical Comprehension .19

Spatial Apperception .11 FAR

Biographical Inventory .19

FAR .23 .63

Subtest Description

Academic Qualification Test (AQT)
This is a test of general intelligence. Research has shown that this test is particularly adapted to the

prediction of ground school performance. Individuals who score low tend to have difficulty in the academic
portions o. training.

Mechanical Comprehension Test (MCT)
This is a test dealing with ability to perceive physical relationships and handle familiar concepts of

everyday mechanics rather than with technical subject matter found in textbooks.

Spatial Apperception Test (SAT)
This is a test of ability to orient in space or, specifically, to visualize the relationship between the attitude

of a plane and the territory over which it flies.

Biographical Inventory (BI)
This is a questionnaire containing elements of personal history, expressions of interest and attitudes, and

selected information items. No single item is heavily scored or significant in itself, but certain total patterns
have been found to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful flight students.

Flight Aptitude Rating (FAR)
Scores made on the MCT, SAT and BI are combined into a single index called the Flight Aptitude

Rating or FAR. The FAR, expressed in terms of a numerical gr3de, indicates the applicant's measured proba-
bility of success or failure in the flight training program.

'* From riference (41k•.

* Based on 1973 Pilot Input 2,109 subjects, NAMRL Computer Analysis.

* From reference (36) Validity coefficients are corrected for restriction in range of subjects and attenuation
in the criterion.
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Table IV

AIR FORCE OFFICER QUALIFYING TEST

Composite Composition"(

Aptitude Composite

Subtest Pilot Nav-Tech. Off.Qual.

Quantitative Aptitude x x

Verbal Aptitude x

Officer Biographical Inventory x

Scale Reading x

Aerial Landmarks x

General Science x

Mechanical Information x x

Mechanical Principles x x

Pilot Biographical Inventory x

Aviation Information x

Visualization of Maneuvers x

Instrument Comprehension x

Stick and Rudder Orientation x

Validity Coefficients

Criterion (pass/fail in training *)
Uncorrected Corrected

Composite Pilots Navigators Pilots

Pilot .26 .07 .40*

Nav-Tech .18 .02

Officer Quality .12 .04

. From reference (103).

* Coefficients based on 1500 students in Undergraduate Pilot Training and 2132 students in Undergraduate
Navigator Training. 4

4 Pilot correlation corrected for restriction of subject range,
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Table IV (Con't)

Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOOT)

Subtests

Quantitative Aptitude consists of items involving general mathematics, arithmetic reasoning, and interpretation

-- o6fdata read from tables and graphs.

Verbal Aptitude consists of items pertaining to vocabulary, verbal analogies, reading comprehension, and
.. understanding of the background for world events.

Officer Biographical Inventory consists of items pertaining to past experiences, preferences, and personality
characteristics known to be related to success in officer training.

Scale Reading consists of items in which readings are taken of various printed dials and gauges. Many of the
items require fine discriminations on nonlinear scales.

Aerial Landmarks consists of pairs of photographs of terrain as seen from different positions of an aircraft
in flight. Landmarks indicated on one photograph are to be identified on the other.

General Science consists of itenis related to the basic principles of physical science. The emphasis is on physic!,S. ..but -other-sciences art ,Ilso represented,

Mechanical Information consists of items pertaining to the construction, use, and maintenance of machinery.
Some of the items are concerned with the use of tools.

Mechanical Principles consists of diagrams of complex apparatus. Understanding of how the apparatus
operates or the consequences of operating it in a specified manner is required.

Pilot Biographical Inventory consists of items pertaining to background experiences and interests known
to be related to success in pilot training.

Aviation Informntion consists of semi-technical items related to various types of aircraft, components of
aircraft, and operations involving aircraft.

Visualization of Maneuvers consists of items requiring identification of the silhouette which expresses the

attitude of an aircraft in flight after executing a verbally described maneuver.

Instrument Comprenhension consists of items similar to those in Visualization of Maneuvers except that
the maneuvers are indicated by readings of a compass and artificial horizon.

Stick and Rudder Orientation consists of sets of photographs of terrain as seen from an aircraft executing a
maneuver. The proper manipulation of the control stick and rudder bar to accomplish the maneuver
must be indicated.

The subtests are organized into several composite scores used for different selection purposes. For example,
the Officer Quality Composite consisting of Biographical Inventory, Verbal and Quanitiative sub-tests is
typically used for the selection of nonflying officers. The Pilot and Officer Quality Composites are used
in the selection of pilots. The Navigation/Technical and Officer Quality Composites are used in the
selection of navigators.

W From reference (103).
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Table V
Army Flight Aptitude Selection Tests (FAST)

FAST Composition* and Validity Coefficients
1

Subtests Officer Warrent Officer

Rotary Fixed Rotary Fixed

Biographical Information .18 .18

Mechanical Principles .24

Flight Orientation .32

Aviation Information - Fixed Wing .27 .270

Aviation Information ý Rotary Wing .243 .243

Mechanical Information .24 .240

Mechanical Functions .299 .299

Visualization of Maneuvers .277 .28 .277 .285

Instrument Comprehension .21 .210

Complex Movements .342 .342

Stick and Rudder Orientation .279 .279

Self Description .361 .361

Composite Validity Coefficients .424 .390 .478 .457

Subtest Description
1

Biographical Information - Items of this inventory relate to the individuals family, education, hobbies, etc. and contains

personality orientated self description items and self estimates of ability.

Mechanical Principles - This test requires the examinee to solve problems on the basis of principles of mechanics.

Flight Orientation - This test is a measure of ability to visualize the relationship between an airplane and the territory
over whic it flies.

Aviation Information - Fixed Win . The items of this test related to general and technical aspects of fixed-wing aviation,
e.g., flying terminology, specific maneuvers, use of controls, etc.

Aviation Information - Rotary Wing - This test relates to the flying, uses, terminology, and theory of the helicopter.

Mechanical Information - This test is a measure of knowledge about general mechanics and tool functions.

Mechanical Functions - This test is a measure of ability to understand general mechanical principles. Pictures are shown
and questions are asked on the mechanical principles illustrated. The pictures are of practical real life situations.

Visualization of Maneuvers . This test is a measure of ability to visualize airplane maneuvers.

Instrument Comprehension - In this test, each item consists of pictures of two instruments, an artificial horizon and a
compass, followed by pictures of 5 planes. The problem is to determine which of the 5 planes has a position and
direction consistent with the instrument readings.

Complex Movements - This test, previously named Coordiinete Movements Test, requires the examinee to judge distances
and visuaihliiovements quickly and relate these distances and movements to a set of symbols.

Stick and Rudder Orien,'ation - This test presents the examinee with thiee photographs taken from the cockpit of a plane
doing simple maneuvers (banking, turning, climbing, and diving) or combinations of maneuvers (turning while
climbing, for example). The examinee is required to relate the maneuvers shown to stick and to rudder positions
on the answer sheet.

Self Description. This is a personality oriented test in which the individual selects phrases which are least and most descriptive
f himself

' From reference (79).
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of studies by many competent investigators using various techniques and instru-
ments. Griffin and Mosko (62) in a recent review of Navy selection research
indicate that approximately 40 different personality paper-and-pencil test
devices have been evaluated from 1950 to 1976 for pilot selection without any
appreciable impact on the selection of aviator candidates.

The problem with the utilization of the personality paper-and-pencil test
devices and projective tests is their reliance on the individual to provide an
honest and objective evaluation of himself even though such an evaluation has the
potential to prohibit the individual's entry, or continuation, in aviator training.
Obviously, such behavior is rarely exhibited, resulting in relatively low or non-
significant correlations with the criterion -aviator success in training.

Hathaway and McKinley (67) suggest that the personality inventory may
have some validity for separating normal and abnormal individuals in society.
However, Cronbach (31) concludes that personality inventories are apparently
poor predictors of occupational performance. Freeburg (51) reaches a similar
conclusion concerning academic performance. Still, on those occasions when
personality tests are administered under a no-threat, no-consequence condition
(i.e., when subjects are told, "Your performance on these tests will in no way
affect your continuation in flying training"), or after attrition has occurred,
small relationships with motivational criteria in military settings occasionally
occur.

However, when the tests are applied "for real," the relationship typically
ci. ippears, or becomes so small and variable that its usefulness is severely
limited. This occurs as a direct result of subjects' ability to select the test item
response which is more socially acceptabie or more congruent with success in
aviation training. Cronbach (31) indicates that this phenomena is commonly
known as "faking the test," or test response bias. Bucky (21) , Bucky, Spiel-
berger Q Bale (22) , Jones (76), Voas (131-133), Wallon R Webb (134), (135),
and Waters (136) have noted the susceptibility of personality inventories to faking
and response bias in Navy studies. When one considers the quality of the aviator
trainee population--practically all have college degrees, are above average in
intelligence, and have taken literally hundreds of tests during their academic
careers--it is not surprising that highly motivated potential aviators can readily
determine appropriate and inappropriate responses for selection to aviator train-
ing.

In spite of the discouraging results reported by both the Navy and the Air
Force in the use of personality devices for selection, the Army has apparently
had sufficient success with the use of personality measures to include their use
in the Army Fixed and Rotary Wing selection battery. The Army reports vali-
dity coefficients of .18 for officers, and .36 for enlisted personnel. Kaplan (79)
reports that the tests are most useful in predicting training failure in preflight
rather than in actual flying training.
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NEUROLOGICAL RESEARCH

EEG (Electroencephalogram) recordings have been studied repeatedly to
determine their relationship to aviator performance and as a possible predictor of
aircraft accidents. Lennox-Buchthal, Buththal and Rosenfalck (89) indicated
that individuals with abnormal EEG recordings have an accident involvement more
than 3 times higher than controls. These findings have resulted in the Danish
Air Force's use of EEG recordings in the selection of pilot candidates.

Sem-Jacobsen and Sem-Jacobsen (121) have investigated the relationship
of EEG recordings to inflight stress or G forces on Norwegian and USAF pilots in
aircraft flight. These findings suggest- agreement between the clinical appear-
ance of the pilots experiencing G forces and EEG abnormal recordings; and indi-
cated a relationship between inflight G force stress and pilot error accidents.

Ades (4) investigated the relationship between EEG recordings and altered
consciousness during flight. His findings suggested a positive relationship
between the two. Ades speculated that a substantial number of accidents per year
may be attributable to altered consciousness. As a direct result of Ades research,
the Navy Implemented a program of EEG recordings for student naval aviators in
1961, which continues to the present day. Evidence of an abnormal EEG may be
sufficient to prohibit prospective student naval aviators and student naval flight
officers from continuing in naval aviation training.

Despite the studies which suggest that EEG recordings may have potential
in the selection of aviators to reduce the pilot accident potential, and its use in
Navy aviator secondary selection, there is skepticism of the value of EEG record-
ings for pilot selection by the scientific community. The skepticism apparently
is a result of a variety of studies which have shown no relationship, or an
extremely low relationship between EEG recordings and pilot performance, as
reported by Forbes, Davis 8 Davis (49) , Franzen & McFarland (50) , Gastant,
Lee 8i Labourer (52), Kennard (82), McFarland a Franzen (99), Mundy-Castle
(105), and Picard, Labourer, a Navarronne (111).

NEW DIRECTIONS IN POST-WAR AVIATOR SELECTION RESEARCH

TASK AND FACTOR ANALYSIS STUDIES

A necessary prerequisite for developing valid aviator selection tests is a
more complete understanding of the flying tasks. Because the aviator acts as a
complex integrator involved in sorting out appropriate behaviors to fit the parti-
cular demands of the moment, one cannot hope to predict performance from on..y
one or two tests. The proficiency ot the performance measurement process must
be taken into account also, and objective reliable testing of in-flight performance
must be obtaired to provide selection tests the opportunity to achieve high vali-
dity. The first step in this approach is a task analysis of thd aviator's job. (A
detailed task analysis can be exceedingly complex. For example, Shannon, Waag
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4 Long (125) identified twenty-four discrete and sequential task activities asso-
ciated with a basic - but complex - spin maneuver in Naval Aviation Flying train-
ing in an effort to isolate recurring student pilot errors in primary flight train-
ing.)

Initial task analytic efforts were directed at analyzing criterion measures.
Gordon (57) used a questionnaire approach to specify the abilities of the success-
ful airline pilot, Miller (102) attempted to identify reasons for failure in both
training and combat, and Ericksen (40) analyzed the comments of flight instruc-
tors in student logbooks during flight training. The latter study revealed that
instructors most often commented on factors relating to motivation, attitude,
aggressiveness, planning, judgment, and division of attention.

Fleischman and Ornstein (48) presented factor analytic data on 24 flight
maneuvers as scored by trained observers. The six factors determined were
labeled as:

a. Control Precision: fine control sensitivity.

b. Spatial Orientation: judgment of position in three dimensional space.

c. Multilimb Coordination: performance of simultaneous tasks with hand
or feet.

d. Response Orientation: rapid response to changing stimulus conditions.

e. Rate Control: responses in anticipation of velocity or rate changes.

f. Kinesthetic Discriminations: reactions to slow movements of the air-
craft, as In stalls,

A provious factor analysis by Fleischman and Hempel (47) on psychomotor
and written tests had revealed factors related to the first five mentioned above,
indicating that these tests had indeed been measuring the responses that they had
intended to measure. A number of factor analytic efforts have been applied to

selection and training performance variables in naval aviation training. Bair,
Lockman a Martoccia (17) identified four factors accounting for 51 percent of the
total predicted variance in their study of selection predictors and training perfor-

mance criteria in Naval Aviation "Basic Stage" Training. The four factors were
labeled: (1) perceptual analysis involving visualization of symbols; (') academic

potential; (3) comprehension of relationships involving the understanding of
written and oral instructions; and (4) applied spatial relations or the relation-
ship of objects in three dimensions. Waters and Wherry (137) applied factor
analysis techniques to selection test and performance measures in preflight and
conducted factor analysis studies of primary and basic stages of training perfor-
mance for both jet (138) and multi-engine (139) student aviators in naval avia-
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tion training. More recently, Booth & Berkshire (18) analyzed the factor struc-
ture of naval aviation training measures and the performance of Marine fixed and
rotary wing pilots in operational squadrons. Academic ability, flying skill and

systems comprehension factors were identified for both jet and helicopter pilots.
Bale, Smith and Ambler (15) conducted the most recent and extensive Navy factor
analytic study involving the study of Navy training performance measures lead-

ing to Naval Aviator "designation," and included post-graduate performance in
the Replacement Air Group (RAG). (In Navy aviation, RAG or RTS training is
used to transition newly designated naval aviators to high performance aircraft

used in operational squadrons.) This comprehensive study identified nine
factors accounting for 45 percent of the total variance in Navy undergraduate and
post-graduate training. The factors identified are labeled and described below.

I. Basic Flight Capacity, a factor associated with flight skills and aero-
nautical adaptability in combination with inflight mechanical
operation skills.

II. Operational Flyfng Indoctrination, associated with precision flying
and combat tactical skills in the military use of aircraft.

III. Academic Capacity, associated with the motivation to acquire know-
ledge together with verbal and mathematical cognitive skills.

IV. Advanced Military Flying Capacity, similar to Factor II. This
factor appeared to be oriented toward high level tactical flying
ability and motivational aspects of skill application in a military
setting.

V. Instrument Flying Indoctrination, associated with aircraft instru-
ment flying skills.

VI. Instrument Flight Skill, similar to factor V. This factor is associated
with the intellectual ability to understand the theory of instrument
flight and its operational application to new situations.

VII. RAG Operational Flying Skill, representing operational combat fly-
ing required in the fleet.

VIII. Day Carrier Landing Skill, includes skills associated with the capa-
city and ability to maneuver a high performance aircraft orto a

moving landing platform.

IX. Night Carrier Landing Skill, related to Factor VIII, but performed in

a darkened environment.

"17Replacement Air Group training is now designated as Readiness Train-

ing Squadron (RTS) training.
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Perhaps the major finding of this research was the distinction between aviator
skills required in DAY and NIGHT Carrier Landings. Also, the fact that car-
rier landing skills loaded significantly as separate factors suggested that this
aspect of naval flying is separate and distinct from other service operational
flying skills. The authors conclude that there does not appear to be a single
"Flight Training" factor and that independent skills appear to be taught in each
phase (basic, advanced, RAG) of naval aviation training. As a result, in Navy
flying training the stiudent aviator must apparently be required to acquire new
skills in new phases of training.

Relatively little is known concerning the analysis of Socialistiu countries
regarding individual abilities required for successful flight performance. This
is partially a result of their ideological and political philosophy which emphasizes
the basic equality of individuals, while deemphasizing the importance of special
individual abilities and skills.

Lin (90), of the Peoples Republic of China, identifies the following as
important psychological attributes closely associated with flying.

* quick and accurate perceptual skills.

* good distribution and shifting attention abilities.

* coordination of hand and foot movements.

* good simulation ability.

* good memory.

* reaction sensitivity (vestibular system oriented).

* stable emotions, and strong will.

Passey and McClaurin (109) summarize ability domains believed to be ger-
mane to successful aircrew performance. These abilities are (1) adaptability to
changing suiroundings, (2) capacity for integrating and processing information,
(3) storage reorganization, (4) comparison and combination of data inputs, and
(5) endurance under demanding situations. The task confronting the developer
of selection tests is to isolate certain specific behaviors and abilities which com-
prise these rather broad domains.

ISOLATING BEHAVIORS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

Several behaviors have been measured using simple testing techniques,
but they have not typically been used in any attempt to predict aircrew perfor-
mance. The functions will be mentioned briefly here and will provide the basis
for an expanded look at several potential selection test measures.
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Behavioral Functions1

a. Motor skill acquisition rate: the ability to learn certain skills quickly,
requiring modification of rate of improvement to fit training con-
straints.

b. Automatization of response: the integration of sense modalities, mak-
Ing automatic reactions to specified stimuli.

c. Resistance to prolonged operation: ability to perform long-term mis-
sions with a minimum in performance decrement.

d. Performance consistency: low variability in performance, reliability
uf responses over long time period.

e. Resistance to distraction: ignoring irrelevant stimuli; extracting
relevrant stimuli.

f. Adaptive capacity: stress capacity; alerting responses under chang-
ing conditions, resisting emotional distractions.

g. Kinesthetic discrimination: the ability to use kinesthetic and pro-
prioceptive cues.

h. Concurrent information processing: measuring reserve capacity,
organizing and performing simultaneous tasks.

i. Anticipatory behavior: predicting future stimuli, predicting eventual
states from existing information; prediction of a rapidly deteriorating
condition.

J. Behavioral rigidity: failure to respond to changes in the environment.

k. Short-term memory: kinesthetic feedback and specific movement
retention in storage for the purpose of recall for the same situations.

1. Perceptual speed: recognizing or comparing rapidly.

m. Attention: including attention span, duration of attention, fixation on
a particular input source.

n. Estimation: of time; velocity, extent, direction of certain events.

o. Discrimination reaction time: differential response speed, use of '1

visual or auditory input to signal a response.

""From reference (109). .
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p. Visualization: or the ability to manipulate objects in spatially related
matters.

The value of such a listing of behavioral functions is that it can serve as
a directive for developing test selection measures. Although the measurement of
all of the above behaviors would certainly prove beneficial to the test developer,
it is impractical to consider a battery of tests which measures every item individ-
ually. This practical constraint does not limit us to selection of only two or three
of these functions to measure, but does limit the overall size of the battery. An
alternative to limiting the number of abilities assessed is to incorporate several
required abilities into one test, providing parallel assessment. This also limits
the amount of hardware implementation needed. In order to provide an under-
standing of the type of tasks which have been used to assess some of the above
behavioral functions, several studies will be reviewed concerning the topics of
concurrent information processing, decision-making, attention, and anticipatory
behaviors.

CONCURRENT INFORMATION PROCESSING

Research efforts concerning concurrent information processing have not
been numerous, but several studies involving dual-task performance have been
conducted. Brown (20) suggested the use of dual tasks which overload the
individual enough to study performance deficiency under a variety of conditions.
This technique had been successful in studies by Griew (61) and Kalsbeek (78).
Griew used a mixed mode approach in a task involving an auditory input and a
continuous pursuit tracking task. He observed that performance on the tasks
performed singly was superior to the simultaneous performance. Kalsbeek
studied the deterioration in performance caused by distraction stress and used a
primary-secondary task approach. Both of his tasks required choices among
alternative actions. The results of simultaneous choice making led Kalsbeek to
conclude that when the subject is confronted with concurrent choice making, the
choices will be made successively rather than simultaneously. This suggests a
"single channel" monitoring hypothesis when choices about movements must be
made.

DECISION MAKING CAPABILITY

Adiseshiah (5) used a rapid decision making task to study decisions of
pilot candidates under stress. Stress was manipulated by varying the time
available to make the decisions. The task was comparing two stimulus cards
with aircraft symbols and reporting the number of symbols in common to the two
cards. The time to make this decision was varied from 1 to 20 decisions per
minute. Three levels of pilot experience were used including student pilots,
instructors, and experienced airline pilots. The results indicated that exper-
ience was related to ability to handle increased speed demands in making deci-
sions. Student pilots had the sharpest decline in performance, followed by
instructor and airline pilots.
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RESIDUAL ATTENTION

Several attempts have been made to study the extra attention capacity which
the pilot has in addition to the workload of performing routine flight tasks. Most
of the studies of residual attention have used a dual task approach in which one
task is defined as the primary task and one as the secondary. Ekstrom (39) was
fairly successful in quantifying the reserve capacity for pilots flying X-15 mis-
sions. Slocum, Williges, and Roscoe (127) used the residual attention approach
to study reserve capacity when the primary task is altered. The primary task
involved controlling common aircraft functions with a series of rotary switch
knobs. In one condition, these knobs were coded in a meaningful fashion, while
two other conditions provided no coding and arbitrary coding respectively. Per-
formance on the secondary loading task revealed that the meaningfully coded
condition produced the highest scores on the secondary task.

A problem with using the primary-secondary task approach has been the
lack of control over difficulty levels of the two tasks. This has been facilitated
by the use of adaptive techniques devised by Kelley and Prosin, (81) , and Kelley
and Kelley, (80). This approach allows the subject to perform the secondary
task at his own difficulty level as long as his performance on the primary task (s)
is within some error limit. This technique was recently used by both Damos
(33), and North and Gopher (106) in studies concerned with the prediction of
pilot performance in an introductory flight course.

Measuring residual attention of prospective candidates may have utility
because it is often the reserve capacity that is used to deal with deteriorating
situations in flight. This ability may be extremely important in handling emer-
gency procedures smoothly.

TESTS OF ANTICIPATORY BEHAVIOR

Although this ability has been studied by many investigators irn psychology
interested in cognitive processes, such tests have not been used to predict pilot
success. Adams and Chambers (3) asked subjects in these experiments to anti-
cipate a sequence of lights or other events by selecting the next event. Usually,
a stochastic rule governs the event sequence, and after a learning period, the
subject is asked to predict future events. These tests should be evaluated for
predictive validity, as the ability to anticipate future events is important in pilot
performance.

CURRENT EMPHASIS IN AVIATOR SELECTION RESEARCH

CRITERION MEASUREMENT

Development of objective and reliable criterion measures is extremely
important in obtaining high validity of prediction. Efforts to develop objective
rating schemes of pilot performance began in the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT)
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program in 1939, and continued through World War II, as evidenced by the work
of Jenkins (74). However, these and other similar attempts failed to produce an
objective set of measures for in-flight performance. Other efforts have been maade ,

by Edgerton and Walker (37) and Miller (102) as part of the postwar Civil Aero-
nautics Administration program and the Army Air Force program, respectively.
Each of these studies produced rating procedures which were costly and time

consuming to administer, and subsequently their use proved limited. An alter-
native approach is the development of the automated recording of pilot perfor-
mance. This strategy is discussed by Connelly, Schuler, and Knoop (27) in a

USAF study. The objective of this research was development of a pilot assess-
ment measure for training.

Recently, several researchers have developed a flight performance rating
scale from the Federal Aviation Administration's "Private Pilot's Test Guide".
The "Illinois Private Pilot Flight Performance Scale" was developed for grading
student performance on the required maneuvers for pilot certification. Poven-
mire, Alvares, and Damos (113) report the initial implementation of this rating
scale in terms of observer-observer reliability. Reliability indexes were quite
high, indicating that a relatively simple rating procedure could yield consistent
results across performaice raters. Later checks on reliability of this perfor-
mance scale were conducted by Selzer, Hulin, Alvares, Swartzendruber, and
Roscoe (120) and the same result of high observer-observer reliability was
found. For a more detailed discussion of the problem of criterion measurement,
the reader should consult a recent review of the literature in the development and
use of synthetic flight training devices (Williges, Roscoe, and Williges (142).

Navy research personnel have indicated a strong interest in the identifi-
cation and development of advanced criterion--oriented operational performance
measures to serve as more "valid" criteria for the selection of student naval
aviators. Rickus and Berkshire (115) investigated the use of flight surgeon rat-
ings of aviators as a combat criterion. Unsatisfactory aviators were identified
from performance descriptions such as "turned in wings," "had wings taken
away, transferred due to poor performance," or were identified as ". . . men
others refuse to fly with." Men thus identified had poorer preflight, basic
flight, and advanced flight grades. The authors suggested that peer ratings
obtained during the eighth week of pre-flight training had the potential to pre-
dict unsatisfactory aviator performance in the fleet. Bale, Rickus and Ambler
(13) utilized Replacement Air Group (RAG) performance measures as advanced
criteria. A number of undergraduate training grades were predictive of RAG
performance, as were two initial selection variables, the Mechanical Compre-
hension Test (MCT), and Biographical Inventory (BI), of the Navy Flight Apti-
tude Rating. The undergraduate performance variables most predictive of RAG
performance were tactical weapons grades and instrument grades in advanced
training. The MCT and BI carried significant but low weights in the multiple
prediction formula. Interestingly, the MCT prediction weight was negative.
The Spatial Apperception Test (SAT) was negatively related to the advanced per-
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formance criteria, as were certain undergraduate training grades, (Presolo,
Engineering, Transition, Basic and Advanced Ground Grades.)

Brictson, Burger and Gallagher (19) utilized Initial Carrier Landing Per-
formance as advanced criteria for the prediction of F-4 pilot performance in an
operational environment. Selection tests, Basic and Advanced Flight grades,
and Replacement Air Group Grades resulted in a multiple correlation of .72
using a composite night landing score as the criterion. This relationship
accounted for 50 percent of the variance associated with the criteria. Selection
tests accounted for six percent of the total variance. The Aviation Qualifying
Test (AQT) was negatively related to the criterion, as were a number of under-
graduate training parameters (Presolo, Precision, Trstruments, Night Familiar-
ity, Radio Instruments, Carrier Qualification, Flight Grade, and Conventional
Weapons Delivery Grades). Shannon, Waag 4 Ferguson (124), and Shannon
Waag (122) conducted analyses of critical skills in a Replacement Air Group
(RAG) training environment in an effort to develop advanced training criteria.
These studies demonstrated that a small subset of critical performance skills are
predictive of overall RAG performance. A follow-on study by Shannon 6 Waag
(123) utilized the previously developed RAG criteria (RAG final grade), 'ratings
completed by squadron commanders (fleet evaluations), and critical incidents,
as the basis for the prediction of F-4 Pilot Performance. The RAG criteria
included pilot selection test scores and undergraduate flight grades. Regres-
sion analysis results indicated that eight variables predicted final RAG grade,
yielding a multiple correlation of .51. Of all variables, experience level (time
in service after designation as a Naval Aviator) , was most predictive of pilot per-
formance. Flight Aptitude Rating and the Aviation Qualification Test scores
entered the prediction formula; however, these variables carried a negative
weight. Five variables produced a multiple correlation of .40 in the prediction of
Fleet Evaluations. Again, experience level was highly related to Fleet Evaluation
ratings completed by squadron commanders. The Flight Aptitude Rating entered
the prediction formula, again with negative weight.

Bale, Rickus, and Ambler (14.) utilized a success/failure criterion in RAG
to determine the relationship of selection and undergraduate training perfor-
mance to later performance in this near operational environment. A multiple
regression analysis indicated that 15 variables were suitable predictors of the
criterion. (R = .43). A cross-validation effort resulted in a reduced multiple
correlation of .36. Advanced tactical training skills acr-ounted for the greatest
proportion of the explained variance. Advanced, basic, and primary flight
grades contributed to prediction in that order. Certain undergraduate perfor-
mance was negatively related to the criterion. (Presolo, Basic Instruments,
Basic Final, and Advanced Basic Instrument Grades). Selection tests which
entered the prediction formula were the Mechanical Comprehension Test (negative
weight) and the Biographical Inventory. Selection tests accounted for 6 percent
of the explained variance in the prediction of success or failure in the RAG.
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The most recent naval efforts to produce an advanced criteria are those
associated with the development and evaluation of an "operational rating" of pilot
effectiveness across aircraft and aircraft squadrons. This work is still in the
developmental stage, although preliminary results have been documented by
Lane and Ambler (85), and Ashburn (10) .

The Navy research presents an assessment dilemma. It is assumed that
performance in undergraduate training is predictive of future performance in an
operational setting. The factor analytic research results discussed above tends
to confirm this assumption. The research data suggest a close relationship
between advanced undergraduate training performance measures, and RAG and
Fleet Performance criteria. The same data also indicates little relationship or
even a negative relationship with very early basic and presolo undergraduate
training performance parameters. Most surprisingly, however, is the indication
that certain selection variables utilized to initially select personnel into aviation
training have little, no relationship, or even a negative relationship with the
advanced performance criteria.

In summary, these data suggest that certain selection variables utilized
to predict success in undergraduate training, and early aviation training perfor-
mance measures may not be related, or may be inversely related; to performance
in an advanced operational environment.

ACMR/ACMI, THE ULTIMATE CRITERION?

The Navy Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR), and the Air Force
counterpart, the Air Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation Facility (ACMI),
represent a high fidelity criterion for the assessment of fighter pilot performance
short of actual air combat in a wartime environment. These facilities function to
allow multiple fighter aircraft to engage and maneuver in a tactical environment,
allowing the simulated employment of air-to-air missiles in ACMR, missiles and
guns in ACMI, as a means of providing training in fighter aircraft tactical skills,
weapon systems capabilities and weapon envelope recognition. The Air Combat
Maneuvering Ranges provide training in conditions highly similar to combat;
however, the high psychological stress levels associated with air combat with its
capability to produce aviator injury or death, may be partially absent from these
air combat engagement simulations. The adjective "partially" is used, since
those who have experienced high fidelity combat simulation environments verify
that these engagements evoke an amount of psychological excitement similar to
that of actual combat.

The Air Combat Maneuvering Ranges are highly advanced engineering
systems which allow the development of tactical skills in real-time in an environ-
ment where both the "'victor" and "loser" adversary may subsequently confront
each other and discuss the tactical maneuvers and skill execution which resulted
in the final engagement outcome. These simulations of combat may enable the
necessary psychometric control not previously available to permit the identifi-
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cation and measurement of critical fighter pilot physical and psychological attri-
butes. It must be cautioned, however, that performance in this environment
should not be considered the only criterion. This is particularly true in Navy
aviation in that the ability to land an aircraft on a carrier deck for refueling and
rearmament may be just as important as the capability to effectively utilize the
weapon platform and issociated weapons systems in an air combat tactical
environment. A more thorough description of the ACMR and ACMI is provided,
respectively, by Lau (86), and the USAF ACEVAL-AIMVAL Test Plan (1).

A number of assessment problems must be solved before ACMR perfor-
mance can be effectively utilized as a criterion. For example, in a one-on-one
tactical encounter, individual performance is dependent on that of the adversary
to such an extent that performance outcome (victory) may be either the result of
superior performance by one individual in maneuvering and utilizing his %wapons
systems to advantage, or simply very poor adversary effectiveness. This prob-
lem quickly compounds itself in unit actions; i.e., 2 on 1, or 2 vs 2, engage-
ments. For example, in a unit context, success in combat may conceivably be
the result of a previously developed plan of tactical engagement developed by a
unit individual who is never in position to deliver the products of his weapon
systems on adversary aircraft in simulated combat.

Participants, training managers and aviation psychologists must be aware
that mission success in an environment such as ACMR is not necessarily always
the result of good tactical planning and maneuvering execution. Likewise,
failure is not always the result of poor tactical planning and maneuvering. It is
possible for the results of a given combat simulation to be attributed to either
good execution by one adversary, poor execution by the other, or a combination
of the two. The effectiveness of ACMR training and the use of ACMR facilities in
the development of selection predictor variables depends in part on recognizing
this distinction. Mission accomplishment, therefore, is an imperfect criterion
for the evaluation of tactical decisions and flying performance skill. Even so,
fighter pilot performance over time in an ACMR environment may well be one of
the best criteria available. Finally, the ability to control many variables in
these high fidelity simulated environments gives ACMR an advantage over actual
combat in measuring potential combat performance effectiveness.

The aspects of performance assessment in ACMR environments (noted
above) suggest that highly controlled experimental procedures must be utilized
in the identification of critical skills and attributes associated with tactical com-
bat performance. Some will suggest that a highly controlled experimental pro-
ceduro is inconsistent with actual combat. This is because, by its very nature,
each aircraft engagement in combat is different. These individuals may argue
that the use of a highly controlled experimental procedure in a simulated combat
environment is a classic example of a measuring instrument bkising what is mea-
sured. Despite the potential problems suggested by such an approach, it is
essential to Isolate specific variables associated with success in combat. While
it is true that no two situations are alike in combat, it is just as true that the
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flight training experience is never completely identical for any two individuals
undergoing training; and yet considerable gains have been made in isolating
factors associated with student success in undergraduate aviation training.

ACMR Performance as Selection Criteria

The ACMR facilities are so new that resultant performance in them has yet
to be effectively utilized as criteria in the prediction of aviator performance.
Also, there is some controversy concerning which specific ACMR performance
parameters should be utilized as criteria. (Time in weapon envelope, kill prob-
ability, etc.). Very few of these ACMR assessment problems are insurmountable.
and plans are underway to utilize the ACMR facilities to allow a better under-
standing of the aviator skills and attributes which appear to enhance successful
performance in ACMR. Navy Fighter Pilots, for example, have indicated that the
individual who sees the other first in an intercept encounter achieves a tactical
advantage. As a result, human visual acquisition ability is presently being
studied in the ACMR environment, with the idea that certain aviator visual skills
may be related to success in a combat environment. Ferguson 6 Goodson (42)
have described the air-to-air visual acquisition task. Jones and Doll (77) in pre-
liminary research suggest that peer rankings are potential predictors of air-to-
air visual acquisition capability; and Hutchins and Jones (71) have identified
altitude separation as a critical variable in visual target acquisition. In addi-
tion, plans are underway to utilize ACMR performance measures as criteria for
present selection variables, and for new proposed selection research.

SYNTHETIC SELECTION RESEARCH

There is renewed interest in the use of Flight Simulators for selection pur-
poses as evidenced by current work being 6ponsored by the Air Force. This
renewed interest is in part due to advancing technology; i.e., capability to auto-
mate flight simulator performance measures, as evidenced by the work of Hill 8
Gobel (69), and research which has established a positive zelationship between
ground based simulator performance and instructor evaluations of student perfor-
mance in actual flight, Gobel, Baum & Hagin (54); and time to complete training,
Woodruff 8 Smith (144).

LeMaster and Gray (88) evaluated the use of the T-40 instrument trainer
as a selection device for the identification of flying abilities possessed by Air
Force Undergraduate Pilot Training candidates. Their research indicated that A
performance in the T-40 Instrument Trainer was predictive of pilot flying perfor-
mance based on the overall T-37 phase grade, but was not useful in the predic-
tion of ultimate success or failure In undergraduate pilot training. The author
notes that these findings are inconsistent and suggests that the bulk of attrition
in Air Force UPT results from motivational rather than from flying skill factors.

More recent synthetic selection research conducted by Long 8 Varney (91)
consisted of an evaluation of a reconfigured General Aviation Trainer (GAT-1)
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for the selection of pilots in UPT. T!te GAT-1 performance measurement system
4 is a five-hour learning sample of flight tasks. The automated GAT-1 measure-
ri1ý ment system, which both administers and scores performance, is called the t'Ito-

mated Pilot Aptitude Measurement System (APAMS). Majesty (92) reports that a
preliminary validation study of the Automated GAT-1 System resulted in a cor-
relation of .58, using the criterion pass/fail in Air Force UPT. The system is
now undergoing an extensive validation process as one part of an Air Force
effort to develop more effective predicters of pilot success, with the ultimate goal
of reducing pilot attrition from the present level (25 percent) to 10 percLnt (104).

AIR COMBAT SIMULATORS

Though not currently being utilized in selection, a number of Air Combat
Simulators are available which provide training in many of the performance skills
associated with air-to-air combat. While it is the popular consensus that these
simulations are less valid than the actual use of aircraft on an ACMR facility, air
combat simulators often provide training in skill areas not adaptable to an actual
training engagement simulation facility because of technological and/or safety
considerations. Additionally, these devices have the potential to expedite avia-
tor acquisition (learning) of combat tactical skills on a more cost effective basis
prior to their utilization and execution on the high cost ACMR ranges. These air
combat simulations may also serve as more cost effective intermediate selection
criteria assuming a positive relationship can be demonstrated to exist between
performance in the computerized air combat simulator and ACMR environments.
A detailed description of computerized air combat simulator systemsi with a
summary of results associated with attempts at their validation have been docu-
mented in a feasibility study to predict combat fighter pilot effectiveness by
Youngling, Levine, Mocharnuk and Weston (145).

PERCEPTUAL PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

Since psychomotor testing has been known to be related to aviator perfor-
mance since World War II, why are psychomotor tests no longer used?

Factor Analysis of the complex coordination test indicated the major reason
for Its predictive goodness. Cronbach (31) suggested that it measures an appro-

priate amount of cognitive, spatial and mechanical comprehension abilities in
addition to the unique contribution of a psychomotor or multilimb coordination
factor which no paper-and-pencil tests have yet measured. Psychologists
realized that paper-and-pencil tests available to measure non-psychomotor skills
were much more economical and easy to administer than the hardware oriented
psychomotor tests. Additionally, there was the great problem of unreliability

-- - - 2 LMcDonnell-Douglas Manned Air Combat Simulator, St. Louis, Mo. The
Differential Maneuvering Simulator at NASA-Longley, Virginia, and the Simu-
lator for Air-to-Air Combat - Luke AFB, Arizona.
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with the psychomotor tests. In fact, the unreliability of these devices became
such a problem that the Air Force gave up the use of its psychomotor selection
tests in the early 1950s. McGrevy and Valentine (99) indicate that the rationale
behind this decision was that the extra amount of predictive variance accounted
for by the psychomotor tests was not worth the extensive device upkeep, and
maintenance and calibration effort.

With recent technological advances there has been a revival of interest in
perceptual/psychomotor assessment. A recent USAF contractual effort resulted
in the development of two solid state perceptual psychomotor tests based in part
on the old two-hand coordination and complex coordination (stick and rudder
test) of World War IU fame. Sanders, Valentine and McGrevy (116) report that
both tests were transfigured into a solid-state independent testing apparatus of
high reliability. Subsequent validation of the tests Indicated that complex
coordination was a reliable and valid predictor of success vs failure (graduation)
and flight training deficiency (similar to the Navy term Flight Failure) in Under-
graduate Pilot Training (UPT). McGrevy and Valentine (99) report that the
perceptual psychomotor complex coordination test made a unique contribution to
the prediction of graduation from Air Force UPT above and beyond that provided
by the Air Force paper-and-pencil test selection instrument, the AFOQT. The
Air Force is now completing a relatively large scale validation of the AFOQT,
GAT-1, and the perceptual psychomotor tests. Discussion with an Air Force
laboratory representative1 indicates that the perceptual psychomotor test (com-
plex coordination) continues to provide additional and unique variance.
Additionally, the complex coordination test is highly related to GAT-1 perfor-
mance. Since the perceptual psychomotor test is less costly, takes less time to
complete, and is uasier to administer, it is probable that the perceptual psycho-
motor performance measure may be used in place of the GAT-1 as a predictor
variable in USAF Pilot Selection.

DIVISION OF ATTENTION

Recently, several efforts have shown predictive success with tests mea-
suring the ability to perform more than one task simultaneously. Trankell (128) I
reported selection test efforts conducted by the Scandinavian Air Lines System
on a Simultaneous Capacity Test which combined a problem solving task and a
simple motor task consisting of rhythmic tapping. A biserial correlation of .42
was observed for predicting training success.

Divided attention during the performance of simultaneous tasks was used
successfully by Damos (33) to predict success in introductory pilot training.
Subjects performed a one-dimensional tracking task while cancelling lights

"1 Personal communication (22 March 1977) with Dr. David Hunter, Research
Psychologist, Selection and Classification Branch, Air Force Personnel Research
Division, Lackland AFB, Texas.
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appearing on an adjacent display with the opposite hand. Tracking under
divided attention was used to predict check flight scores and produced validities
in the .50 to .60 range.

A refined technique for measuring divided attention was recently offered
by North and Gopher (106). The technique provides several desirable metho-
dological controls: (1) measuring the candidate's capacity on the tasks performed

V! separately using adaptive logic to selectively adjust task difficulty, and (2) con-
trolling and adjusting the priorities between tasks during concurrent perfor-
mance. Scores on time--shared performances combining tracking with digit pro-
cessing performance were predictive of performance of students in introductory
pilot training and differentiated between experienced instructor pilots and
flight-naive subjects. Single-task performance was not predictive of student
success, lending further support that multi-task skills rather than single-task
skills have potential for predictiv;e validity.

A selective attention test using a dichotic listening technique has been
investigated by the Israeli Air Force and was successful in predicting training
success in high-performance jet aircraft. In dichotic listening tests the subject
is told to ignore one message while listening for relevant words or items in the
designated channel. Gopher and Kahenman (56) report validities in the range
.30 to .40 using 100 Israeli flight candidates. More recently, Gopher (55) pre-
sents new data on the dichotic listening test based on a population of 200 indi-
viduals finishing training. (The final population group will consist of approxi-
mately 2,000 subjects). His initial data indicate a low but significant relation-
ship with success in jet training (r = .18). Although the correlation is low, it
has virtually no relationship with other predictor measures, thus it offers a new
and welcome dimension to the prediction of pilot success.

The previous examples demonstrate the predictive utility of measures
designed to test the time-sharing capabilities of the aviation candidate. More
data with larger samples are needed to further assess this utility. A large scale
study using several divided and selective attention tests is desirable.

VOICE ANALYSIS AS A MEASURE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS

There is current interest in the evaluation of individual speech character-
istics under stress to determine their relation to aviator performance, especially
the specific motivational components of flying, including stress and fear.
Williams and Stevens (140, 141) analyzed vocal recordings of pilots in aircraft
mishaps and report that acoustic analysis of speech samples may reveal the
underlying emotional condition of a speaker under extreme conditions of stress or
anxiety. New voice analysis techniques are currently available as a result of
minicomputer hardware and software development which are an improvement
over analysis methods previously used. Application of these new techniques and
developments may provide the means for an improved understanding of the effect
of stress/anxiety on human flying performance. Apparently, voice analysis as a
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technique of anxiety measurement has potential as a research tool worthy of fur-
ther evaluation to determine its ability to objectively identify anxiety prone indi-
viduals and to determine the relationship of anxiety to motivational attrition in
aviator training programs. This area of research has the potential to result in
effective prediction measures of motivational attrition.

VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION RESEARCH

A relatively recent Navy development, though related research has been
conducted for years; concerns a vestibular disorientation procedure which
appears effective in the prediction of aviator motion, or flying sickness. The
procedure consists of a rotating chair and a series of head movements which mea-
sures the potential aviator's reaction to mild rotating dynamic forces. Ambler
and Guedry (6-8) and Harris, Ambler and Guedry (6W) report that the Pensacola
Brief Vestibular Disorientation Test (BVDT) is related to both airsickness and
anxiety with correlations in the .4 and .2 range, respectively. The higher
relationship between aviator performance in the rotating chair and airsickness
seems to indicate a primary motion sickness relationship. The BVDT is scheduled
to become a Navy secondary selection dev4.ce in FY-78 (October 1977). Majesty
(92) indicates that the Vestibular Disorientaton Procedure is currently under-
going evaluation by the USAF for aviator selection purposes.

HUMAN ANTHROPOMETRY IN AIRCRAFT ASSIGNMENT

Recent Naval Aerospace Medical Resa krch Laboratory (NAMRL) research by
Gregoire (60) to improve pilot aircraft pertormance and reduce the potential for
accidents, involved the measurement of human physical dimensions (foot, leg, arm/
hand functional reach, and eye height relative to a sitting position, etc.) in rela-
tion to the cockpit work space requirements of Navy operational aircraft. Essen-
tially, this very practical effort represents an attempt to eliminate the practice of
placing in'dividuals in aircraft in which they are physically unsuited to operate
one or a number of controls. This study effort resulted in a procedure - now
being implemented - requiring the measurement of the physical dimensions of each
aviator to identify those aircraft to which the individual should not be assigned. A

Preliminary research has been conducted by Baisden (12) and Lane (84) at
NAMRL to deliieate the anthropometry characteristics of potential female naval
aviators.

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING SELECTION MEASURES

The decision to develop new prediction measures of aviator success by
assessing a wide variety of abilities is not a recent one. Aviation experts have
known that the aviator's task is such that no one ability can provide all the neces-
sary behaviors to become a highly successful flyer. Initial attempts to develop
effective predictive test batteries were plagued with time constraints and objec-
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tive limits because of the demand for the quick screening of applicants for train-
ing. Today's objectives are different, however, as the demand now is for pre-
dictors which will: (1) reduce attrition in Undergraduate Aviator Training and
lead to important cost savings: and (2) be effective in predicting pilot perfor-
"mance from 4 to 8 years into the officer's career.

The potential for success in predicting aviator performance is just as
bright today as it was in the 1940s. Typically, test batteries utilized to select.
aviators into undergraduate training account for approximately 25-40 percent
of the variance associated with aviator success. The lack of any prominent
breakthrough in perceptual/cognitive paper-and-pencil testing since World
War 11 years suggests that non-paper-and-pencil performance tests should be
investigated more fully to determine their relationship to aviator performance.
This review of aviation selection research has attempted to provide insight into
the historical development of past and current selection research as a basis for the
development of future research efforts. It has been written in an attempt to moti-
vate research personnel to more fully investigate those research areas which
appear to have potential for the future selection of aviators for initial undergrad-
uate training programs and for the prediction of mid-term aviator success (4-8
years after designation). The outlook for long-term prediction is unclear. Typi-
cally, the criteria utilized in operational flying validation studies continue to be
poorly defined, or have questionable reliability and objectivity, Additionally,
long-term longitudinal validation studies are typically hard to validate because of
the loss of cases due to leaving the service, and changes in assignment. More
importantly, as the officer/aviator gains tenure in his respective service, he
gains increasing rank and with it new (management) responsibilities. Tn fact, by
the time the officer has spent 10-12 years in the service, his management respon-
sibilities may be considered more important than his flying duties. Until more
reliable and objective management and performance evaluation techniques become
available and are effectively used, there will continue to be the problem of relating
individual performance skills and abilities to poorly defined and poorly measured
management and operational flying performance criteria.

Now technological advancements, such as those resulting in aircraft
engagement simulation combat environments (ACMR facilities and computer
simulations of air combat) may provide the means to identify, and reliably mea-
sure, relevant physical and psychological attributes and performance skills to
enable the more valid selection of aviator trainees. It is unclear, however,
whether the factors utilized in aviator selection to predict success in under-
graduate training will be related to successful performance in post-graduate
operational environments.

Several goals appear important for the test developer. One should ba the
identification of highly relevant performance measures for use as criteria in test
prediction. A second goal is the identification and development of non paper-
and-pencil performance measures to better predict criterion performance in
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undergraduate training, and in post-graduate operational flying environments.
The most encouraging types of non paper-and-pencil performance prediction mea-
sures worthy of investigation appear to be selective and divided attention capa-
bilities, stress and anxiety motivational measurement, and perceptual-psycho-
motor skill assessment.
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The potential for increased success in predicting aviator performance is
high. The fact that current selection tests normally account for less than half of
the total variance associated with aviator success (in training) suggests that
there are additional factors associated with aviator performance which are not ,!
now being adequately assessed. The lack of any prominent breakthrough in
perceptual/cognitive paper-and, pencil testing since the war years (WW-II) sug-

•ests that,, non-paper -and-pencil performance tests should be investigated more
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fully to determine their ralationship to aviator performance in both a training and

operational setting,

Relating aviator performance to better and more appropriate performance
measurement criteria is a continuing psychological assessment goal. New tech-
nological advancements such as the Navy and Air Force Air Combat Maneuvering
Ranges have the potential to identify and reliably measure relevant physical and
psychological human attributes which may provide more accurate and valid pre-
diction of aviator operational performance.

Still, such obviously valid criteria as ACMR performance pose an
interesting assessment problem. It is unclear whether the prediction variables
presently utilized In aviation selection to predict successful performance in
undergraduate training are related to successful performance in post-graduate
operational environments.

It is suggested that research be oriented toward the identification of highly
relevant criterion-oriented performance measures for use as criteria in the eval-
uation of present and new selection prediction variables and identification and
development of non-paper-and-pencil performance prediction measures to
improve prediction of criterion performance in undergraduate training, and in
post-graduate operational flying environments. Examples of non-paper-and-
pencil performance prediction measures recommended for future study are Selec-
tive and Divided Attention, Stress and Anxiety Motivational Measurement,
and Perceptual Psychomotor skill assessment.
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